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광대역 응답을 갖는 유전체 메타 표면 연구
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광대역 응답을 갖는 유전체 메타 표면 연구
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전기및전자공학부





광대역 응답을 갖는 유전체 메타 표면 연구
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위 논문은 한국과학기술원 석사학위논문으로
학위논문 심사위원회의 심사를 통과하였음
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심사위원장 장민석 (인)
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하이든 야콥 텐돕. 광대역 응답을 갖는 유전체 메타 표면 연구.
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초초초록록록

빛의 파면을 제어하는 것은 현대 광학, 그 중 특히 나노 및 마이크로 스케일에서 이는 핵심적이
라 할 수 있다. 메타 표면은 파장 스케일의 두께를 가지는 평면 렌즈, 즉 메타 렌즈의 실현을 위
한 고유 플랫폼을 제공하고, 이는 카메라 및 디스플레이, 웨어러블 광학 장치를 소형화 하는 것
에 직접적인 도움을 줄 것으로 예상되는 바 이다. 그러나 광대역에서 메타 렌즈의 색수차를 억
제하는 것은 여전히 어려운 도전과제로 남아있으며, 특히 중적외선 영역에서 이 부분은 크게 간
과되었다.
본 연구에서 전파 모드의 유전체 메타 요소에 기반하여 빛의 위상 및 그룹 지연의 편광 무관 동

시 제어를 가능하게하는 새로운 설계 방법이 개발되었다. 제안한 방법론은 모든 스펙트럼에서
일반적인 디자인 원칙으로 사용될 수 있으며, 심지어 초단 펨토초 펄스로 작동하는 메타 렌즈의
디자인 방식도 제공할 수 있다. 방법론의 유효성은 분석 이론, 모드 분석, 다이폴 합산 및 풀 웨
이브 (full-wave) 시뮬레이션을 통해 광범위하게 설명되고 평가되어진다. 이를 위해 2.5 µm의 광
대역에서 동작하는 중적외선 (6 − 8.5 µm) 메타 렌즈가 분석되었고, 색수차를 보정함과 동시에
회절 제한 포커싱 및 45% 이상의 높은 포커싱 효율을 달성하였다.
본 연구에서 제안하는 새로운 디자인 방법은 메타 렌즈의 실용적인 구현을 향한 초석이 될 것으

로 보인다.

핵심 낱말: 메타 표면, 메타 렌즈, 전파 모드, 색수차 보정, 중적외선

Abstract
Controlling and manipulating the wavefront of light is pivotal in modern optics, especially the
ability to do so on the nano- and microscale. Metasurfaces present a unique platform for realising
flat lenses, or metalenses, with thicknesses on the order of the wavelength, which is expected to pave
the way for miniaturising cameras, displays, and wearable optics among other things. However,
suppressing the chromatic aberrations over large working bandwidths of such metalenses remains
a challenge and has largely been overlooked in the mid-infrared spectrum.
Here, a new design method enabling polarisation-insensitive simultaneous control of the phase
and group delay of the light - based on libraries of transmission-mode dielectric meta-elements - is
developed. The proposed methodology, which can be used as a general design rule for all spectra,
even provides a design scheme for metalenses operating with ultrashort femtosecond pulses. The
validity, of the methodology, is extensively outlined and evaluated through analytical theory, mode
analysis, dipole summations, and full-wave simulations. For this purpose metalenses, operating
in a 2.5 µm wide bandwidth in the mid-infrared range (6 − 8.5 µm), are analysed and shown
to extinguish chromatic aberrations, while maintaining high focusing efficiencies above 45% and
diffraction-limited focusing. This new design method represents a major advance toward practical
implementations of metalenses.

Keywords: Metasurface, Metalens, Transmission-mode, Chromatic aberration correction, Mid-
infrared
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Controlling light propagation through media is essential in light-energy-delivery and imag-
ing systems. Conventional refractive optical components, enabling control of the optical
wavefront, typically rely on a gradual phase accumulation during light propagation in a
bulk material [1]. Consequently, the devices are inherently voluminous and laborious to
manufacture, which severely limits their usage in densely-integrating photonic systems to
the nanoscale.
Metasurfaces composed of subwavelength-spaced structures at a planar interface provide
unprecedented control over the properties of the electromagnetic field, including ampli-
tude, phase, and polarisation. N. Yu et al. (2011) explained how the anomalous refraction
and reflection phenomena in metasurfaces are consistent with the generalised Fermat’s
principle [2], and since then metasurfaces have been attracting increasing attention [3, 4].
This unique approach, for tailoring the optical response, has been utilised for numerous
applications in the infrared and visible spectrums, including holograms [5–8], polarimeters
[9–11], polarisation elements [12–15], and flat lenses (metalenses) [16–22]. Especially met-
alenses have attracted significant interest due to their applicability in compact imaging
systems for both consumer and industry products (cameras, microscopy, lithography, etc.).
However, such metalenses will generally suffer from considerable chromatic aberration,
which can be attributed to two separate factors: resonant or guided light confinement,
and periodic lattice dispersion. Substantial effort has been dedicated to combating this
issue and developing achromatic focusing metalenses in the near-infrared (NIR) [23–26]
and visible spectrums [27–32]. Despite this effort, mid-infrared (MIR) achromatic lenses
have yet to be demonstrated, even though the spectrum is of great interest for practical
applications such as free-space communication, molecule sensing, and thermography.
The research presented throughout this thesis focuses on suppressing chromatic aberra-
tions arising in metalenses. Here, a key aspect is the development of an analytical design
framework seeking to describe how the spectral degree of freedom C (ω) [26, 33] - which
modulates the reference phase at each design frequency - can be tailored to fit a library
of nanostructures having fixed group delays and group delay dispersions. Furthermore,
the presented approach also facilitates the design of achromatic metalenses for ultrashort
femtosecond pulses. Therefore, this analytical framework - which is valid in virtually any
spectral range - constitutes a major advancement in polarisation-insensitive achromatic
metalens design.
The new framework enables full chromatic aberration correction, and details the funda-
mental limitation of said correction, including the numerical aperture (NA) - i.e. the light
acceptance and emittance angular range of an optical system - versus metalens diame-
ter. In this thesis, the scheme is employed to analyse diffraction-limited, polarisation-
insensitive achromatic metalenses focusing in transmission mode across a 2.5 µm wide
bandwidth in the mid-infrared range of 6− 8.5 µm - a spectral range widely employed for
practical applications.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The approach validity is evaluated through thorough mode analysis and full-wave simula-
tions - with the finite element method (FEM) - of the meta-elements, constituting a set of
achromatic metalenses, in addition to dipole summation calculations of these metalenses.
Moreover, full-wave simulations - with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
- verify the achromatic behaviour of all the metalenses and the possibility of designing
achromatic metalenses for ultrashort femtosecond pulses - all with focusing efficiencies
above 45% over the entire operational bandwidth.
Finally, methods for fabrication and characterisation are presented, paving the way for
future experimental analysis of device performance and the first demonstration of achro-
matic metalenses in the mid-infrared.

1.1 Outline
This thesis is structured to first provide insight into the complication of chromatic aber-
rations arising in metalenses, and then present a solution to said issue. Below, a succinct
description of each chapter’s content is provided.

Chapter 2 | Theory
Reviews how chromatic aberrations naturally arise in optical components,
which can be understood from the generalised Snell’s law derived from Fer-
mat’s principle. Next, a framework for designing dielectric meta-elements via
a waveguide model is established and analysed. Finally, Nyquist-Shannon
sampling, the concept of diffraction-limits, and dipole summations are briefly
visited topics.

Chapter 3 | Design of achromatic metalenses
Proposes a set of meta-element designs capable of filling a phase-group delay
library used for the construction of metalenses. A rigorous framework for
determining the spectral degree of freedom C (ω) is presented to eliminate any
unwanted design errors. Finally, the validity of these methods is evaluated.

Chapter 4 | Full-wave simulation based analysis of achromatic metalenses
Extends the validity testing of previous chapters by introducing full-wave sim-
ulations of large-area metalenses, demonstrating clear chromatic aberration
correction. The capability of achromatically focusing femtosecond pulses with
a metalens is further demonstrated.

Chapter 5 | Methodology
Identifies and describes two fabrication methods based on dry-etching and wet-
etching, respectively, and explains the potential benefits and disadvantages of
picking one over the other. Next, a platform for optical characterisation -
detecting any chromatic aberrations - is introduced.

Chapter 6 | Conclusions and outlook
Revisits and summarises the essence of the thesis and examines its implications
on the field of metasurface engineering, including new opportunities for future
research and demonstrations.

2



Chapter 2
Theory

The principle of designing a vast majority of metasurfaces revolves around accurate phase
control over the entire metasurface. Metasurfaces gained tremendous attention when
N. Yu et al. (2011) demonstrated that the introduction of abrupt phase changes over
the scale of the wavelength enables anomalous reflection and refraction phenomena [2].
Their observations were consistent with the generalised Snell’s law derived from Fermat’s
principle; therefore, it is intuitive to start the analysis of achromatic metasurfaces with
this principle of light reflection and refraction, providing an explanation for the inherent
chromatic aberrations arising in metasurfaces. A scheme clarifying these aberrations
through phase, group delay (phase dispersion), and higher-order group delay dispersion
terms is presented.
After understanding the fundamentals of chromatic aberrations arising in metasurfaces,
a framework for designing dielectric meta-elements, via a waveguide model, is established
and analysed. The theoretical model suggests that dielectric structures can be understood
as truncated waveguides where potential higher-order modes and reflections are ignorable.
These elucidations instantiate the hypothesis that truly achromatic metalenses can be
created by tailoring the phase response at all positions of an interface.
Furthermore, Nyquist-Shannon sampling, the concept of diffraction-limits, and dipole
summations are briefly visited at the end of the chapter, in preparation for the following
chapters.

2.1 Chromatic aberrations arising from Fermat’s principle
Fermat’s principle states that a light ray will follow the shortest optical path between
two points A and B,

´ B
A n (−→r ) dr, where n (−→r ) is the local refractive index. Herefrom,

the derivative of the phase
´ B

A dϕ (−→r ) accumulating along the actual light path will be
zero with respect to infinitesimal variations along the path, i.e. the principle of stationary
phase - the most general formulation of Fermat’s principle [1, 2, 34]. Consider an incident
plane wave at an angle θi. Assuming two paths infinitesimally close to the actual light
path (Fig. 2.1), the phase difference between them is zero:

[k0nisin (θi) dr + (ϕ+ dϕ)]− [k0ntsin (θt) dr + ϕ] = 0, (2.1.1)

where θt is the angle of refraction; ni and nt are the refracitve indecies of the two media;
dr is the distance between the crossing points of the light paths with the interface; ϕ
and ϕ + dϕ are the phase discontinuities at the respective crossing points; and k0 = ω

c ,
where ω is the angular frequency and c is the speed of light. Designing the phase gradient
along the interface to be constant reveals that equation (2.1.1) bring about the generalised
Snell’s law of refraction:

sin (θt)nt − sin (θi)ni = ω

c

dϕ (r, ω)
dr

. (2.1.2)

3



CHAPTER 2. THEORY
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Figure 2.1: Schematic for the derivation of the generalised Snell’s law of refrac-
tion. Light travels from A to B via the blue and red paths, and interacts with
an artificially structured interface introducing an abrupt phase shift, along r, of
ϕ and ϕ+ dϕ at the blue and red paths intersection, respectively. The two paths
are separated by an infinitesimal distance dr, have an incident angle of θi, and the
angle of refraction is θt. The refractive indices of the two media are ni and nt,
respectively.

Equation (2.1.2) entails the prospect of the refracted beam having any desired direc-
tion, provided that the corresponding constant gradient of phase discontinuity along the
interface

(
dϕ(r,ω)

dr

)
is realised. The implications of the generalised Snell’s law is excep-

tional control over the optical wavefront, but it is also evident that this wavefront will
be frequency-dependent, i.e. chromatic aberrations will arise. To demonstrate this issue,
two cases directly related to Snell’s law - a beam deflector and a flat lens - are examined.
Assuming normal incidence (i.e. θi = 0) and the nt medium to be air, equation (2.1.2)
simplifies to:

dϕ (r, ω)
dr

= ω

c
sin (θt)nt. (2.1.3)

Indefinite integration yields the required phase profile for a beam deflector:

ϕ (r, ω) =
ˆ
ω

c
sin (θt)ntdr = ω

c
sin (θt)ntr. (2.1.4)

Evidently, the required phase profile is frequency-dependent, the extent of which is dis-
played in figure 2.2, which demonstrates a 10° beam deflector operating in the frequency
range ν = 35 − 50 THz (ω ≈ 220 − 315 THz). A few things become clear: (1) the phase
difference between the lowest and highest frequency is negative (i.e. negative dispersion),
and (2) the dispersion will limit the maximum achievable size of the beam deflector.

4



2.1. CHROMATIC ABERRATIONS ARISING FROM FERMAT’S PRINCIPLE
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Figure 2.2: Phase profile of transmission-mode 10° beam deflector as function
of the radial coordinate, the beam deflector is 500 µm long, and is analysed for
frequencies of ν = 35, 42.5, and 50 THz (ω ≈ 220− 315 THz).

Equation (2.1.2) can also be rewritten to satisfy the phase profile required to focus an
incident beam into a diffraction-limited spot. Here, a converging metalens necessitates an
incoming planewave deflection-angle θt at r, hence:

sin (θt) = − r√
r2 + f2 , (2.1.5)

where f represents the focal length. From the generalised Snell’s law (Eq. (2.1.2)), the
corresponding phase gradient becomes:

dϕ (r, ω)
dr

= −ω
c

r√
r2 + f2 . (2.1.6)

Again, indefinite integration yields the required phase profile:

ϕ (r, ω) =
ˆ
−ω
c

r√
r2 + f2 dr = −ω

c

(√
r2 + f2

)
+ C (ω) . (2.1.7)

It is worth noting that the spectral degree of freedom C (ω) can be tuned on need, but
is commonly defined as C (ω) = ω

c f , which renders ϕ (0, ω) = 0. Evidently, the required
phase profile is again frequency-dependent, the extent of which is displayed in figure 2.3,
which demonstrates a lens operating in the frequency range ν = 35 − 50 THz with a
diameter D and focal length of f = 1 mm. Again it is clarified that: (1) the phase
difference between the lowest and highest frequency is negative (i.e. negative dispersion),
and (2) the dispersion will limit the maximum achievable diameter in any metalens design
with respect to the NA.

5



CHAPTER 2. THEORY
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Figure 2.3: Phase profile of transmission-mode lens as function of the distance
from the centre of the lens (radial coordinate) with diameter D = 1 mm and focal
length f = 1 mm for frequencies of ν = 35, 42.5, and 50 THz (ω ≈ 220− 315 THz).

Further understanding can be gained by expanding equations (2.1.4 and 2.1.7) as a Taylor
series near a design frequency ω0:

ϕ (r, ω) = ϕ (r, ω0) + ∂ϕ (r, ω)
∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ω0

(ω − ω0) + ∂2ϕ (r, ω)
2∂ω2

∣∣∣∣∣
ω=ω0

(ω − ω0)2 + ... (2.1.8)

Equation (2.1.8) indicates that a certain phase ϕ (r, ω0), group delay ∂ϕ(r,ω)
∂ω and group

delay dispersion ∂2ϕ(r,ω)
2∂ω2 needs to be satisfied at every coordinate of the metasurface in

order to remove chromatic effects. For a lens, the first term accounts for the development
of a spherical wavefront whose difference in the wavepackets’ arrival time, at the focal
point, is compensated for by the group delay term. Higher-order derivative terms (group
delay dispersion, etc.) ensures identicality of the outgoing wavepackets. Satisfying all of
the terms results in minimisation of the spread in arrival times of wavepackets at the focal
point, ensuring constructive interference of said wavepackets.
Figure 2.4 displays the phase, group delay, and group delay dispersion values as a function
of position for the lens analysed in figure 2.3. The relative group delay in the MIR
spectrum is of the order of femtoseconds but quickly rises to several hundred femtoseconds
for large area lenses. Furthermore, it will be crucial to ensure near-zero group delay
dispersion values when designing a metalens, and it will be necessary to design a library
of meta-elements with a great variation of phase and group delay, in order to develop
achromatic metasurfaces.

6



2.2. WAVEGUIDE MODEL
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Figure 2.4: a-c, Phase, group delay, and group delay dispersion profiles, respec-
tively, of a transmission-mode lens as a function of the distance from the centre
of the lens (radial coordinate). The metalens has a diameter D = 1 mm and focal
length f = 1 mm with centre frequency ν0 = 42.5 THz (ω0 ≈ 267 THz).

2.2 Waveguide model
The optical response from a dielectric meta-element can be described as a truncated
waveguide, providing a platform for dispersion engineering. A thing to note is that any
designed element will be equivalent to a strip waveguide, which in turn signifies consider-
ably high confinement of the propagating mode(s), but also the likely presence of multiple
higher-order modes.
In the waveguide model, the phase of the propagating light is approximated to:

ϕ (ω) = ω

c
neff (ω)h, (2.2.1)

where neff (ω) and h are the effective index of the fundamental mode and the height of
the waveguide, respectively. The derivative of equation (2.2.1), with respect to angular
frequency, yields the group delay:

∂ϕ (ω)
∂ω

= 1
c
neff (ω)h+ ω

c

∂neff (ω)
∂ω

h. (2.2.2)

Evidently, group delay, in the waveguide model, is the ratio of the meta-element height
to group velocity. The group velocity, of which, is controllable via the material used
and/or the dimensions of the designed element. Furthermore, the role of neff (ω) is now
comprehensible: if neff (ω) and ∂neff (ω)

∂ω is low, the phase and group delay will both be
low; if they are high, the phase and group delay will both be high; if neff (ω) is low but
∂neff (ω)

∂ω is high, the phase will be low and the group delay high.
Analysing a set of waveguides adds supplementary understanding to this inherent property
of waveguides (Fig. 2.5). Assessing the practicality of the waveguide model in meta-
element design, suggests fixing the structure in a periodic lattice - here a square with
periodicity p = 3 µm. Four sqaure waveguides with refractive index n = 3.5 and side
lengths l = 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 µm are examined in the frequency range ν = 35 − 50 THz.
Figure 2.5a depicts mode profiles of the fundamental mode, where each row corresponds to
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

a specific waveguide distinctive by the colour red, yellow, green, and blue for the structure
with l = 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5µm, respectively. In the first row the mode profiles at the smallest
and highest frequency are similar in that barely any modal overlap with the structure is
present, implying little dispersion - further validated by examining its neff (ω) (Fig. 2.5b).
However in the second row, the modal overlap at the highest frequency is vastly higher
than at the lowest frequency, leading to a low neff (ω) but high ∂neff (ω)

∂ω . For the last rows
the modal overlap is fairly high at all frequencies leading to a lower structual dispersion
but high neff (ω). Figure 2.5c illustrates the phase shift the modes induce assuming that
the waveguides are truncated with a height h = 10µm, and highlights that a simultaneous
high phase shift and low group delay is inherently not achievable.
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Figure 2.5: The fundamental mode of four waveguides (refractive index n = 3.5)
and their effect on induced phase shift are analysed in the frequency range ν =
35 − 50 THz; the four waveguides are placed in a period lattice with periodicity
p = 3 µm and have side lengths l = 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 µm, distinctive by the colour
red, yellow, green, and blue, respectively. a, The indicated waveguide modes
demonstrate that the mode experiences increased confinement in the waveguide
at higher frequencies. This confinement is reliant on the structure itself. b, The
effective refractive index neff (ω) of the analysed waveguides, and c, the phase shift
induced assuming that the waveguides are truncated with a height h = 10 µm.
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Here, any potential power coupling into higher-order modes are ignored, which naturally
constitutes errors to the proposed model; however, the presence of such modes and their
coupling will generally be minuscule if the waveguide in-plane dimensions are sufficiently
sub-wavelength (Fig. 2.6). Higher-order modes does not occur in the waveguides with
l = 1 and 1.5 µm; however second and third-order modes occur at high frequencies in the
waveguides with l = 2 and 2.5 µm, as is displayed in figure 2.6a. This mode-presence is
contributed to l and p not being significantly lower than the wavelength (λ = 6 ∼ 8.5 µm)
in a periodic lattice. Although the higher-order modes arise, their power coupling is rel-
atively low (Fig. 2.6b), which mean that imposed errors to the estimated neff (ω) can
largely be considered less than 20% (Fig. 2.6c). These inherent errors should be con-
sidered when designing dielectric meta-elements; therefore, it must be a goal to tailor
structures to avoid numerous non-fundamental modes (without imposing other poten-
tial limitations). Following the stated considerations, the proposed waveguide model is
deemed substantially accurate.
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Figure 2.6: Higher-order modes, i.e. waveguide modes on the second (M2) and
third (M3) order can occur in waveguides. Here the analysed waveguides have
side lengths l = 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 µm, distinctive by the colour red, yellow, green,
and blue, respectively. Higher-order modes does not materialise in the deeply
sub-wavelength waveguides with l = 1 and 1.5 µm; however, they do for l =
2 and 2.5 µm. a The effective index neff (ω) is increasing with the frequency,
indicating a more pronounced presence in the waveguide, b, the power coupling to
the waveguide further validates this observation. c, Estimation error of neff (ω)
when ignoring coupling to higher-order modes.

2.3 Hypothesis
From the understanding that optical components, such as lenses and beam deflectors,
experience inherent chromatic aberrations - describable through phase, group delay, and
higher-order group delay dispersion terms - the natural question of how these aberra-
tions can be suppressed arises. This thesis suggests that designing dielectric metasurfaces
with a tailored phase response can fully solve the presented issue and that the meta-
elements, constituting the metasurface, can be described via the presented waveguide
model where the phase response of a single-element is dictated by its fundamental mode
effective refractive index. The forthcoming chapters will, therefore, seek to design and
analyse transmission-mode achromatic metalenses in the MIR spectrum.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

2.4 Characterisation
For the design, analysis, and characterisation of achromatic metalenses a few equations
are briefly stated to elucidate all key concepts for understanding the imminent chapters.

2.4.1 Diffraction-limit and depth of focus

Any optical system will have a resolution limit, caused by the physics of diffraction.
This means that the minimum resolvable distance of a light beam with wavelength λ,
converging to a spot with half-angle θt in a medium with refractive index nt is:

d = λ

2ntsin (θt)
= λ

2NA . (2.4.1)

Diffraction-limited focusing is a key property desirable for the future implementation
of metalenses into consumer and industrial devices. Another, slightly more ambiguous,
property is the depth of focus - which is directly linked to the diffraction limit - defined
as:

d = λ

1−
√

1−NA2 . (2.4.2)

2.4.2 Nyquist–Shannon sampling

Any signal (for example, the required phase profile for lensing) can be converted into a
sequence of values (here the required phase response of individual meta-elements); this is
the process of sampling. However, a certain requirement needs to be satisfied in order for
the discrete values to be translated back to the original signal - referred to as Nyquist-
Shannon sampling:

• If a function f (t) contains no frequencies higher than W counts per second, it is
completely determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/2 W
seconds apart [35].

In the case of sampling a desired focusing lens profile with meta-elements, it then gives
that the sampling criterion becomes:

p <
λ

2NA , (2.4.3)

which implies that a small unit cell periodicity should be utilised in the design to achieve
a high numerical aperture; in turn, this impose a limit to the overall phase and group
delay values achievable in fabricatable designs.
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2.4. CHARACTERISATION

2.4.3 Dipole summation

Dipole summations on a grid can act as a substitute for complex and large-scale full-wave
simulations of metasurfaces. Such summations are achieved by placing a dipole (here in-
dexed by i) on each lattice point of the metasurface, with the complex value Ai (ω) eiϕi(ω),
where Ai (ω) is the calculated amplitude response and ϕi (ω) is the calculated phase re-
sponse. The electric field generated by dipole sources is:

E (r, ω) =
∑

i

Ai (ω) eiϕi(ω) ei ω
c

ri

ri
, (2.4.4)

where ri is the dipole position. For simplicities sake Ai (ω) can be kept non-varying (e.g.
equal to one) in the waveguide model.
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Chapter 3
Design of achromatic metalenses

With the foundation laid for accurately controlling phase over an entire metasurface, the
waveguide model is utilised to design a library of meta-elements suitable for an achromatic
metalens design in the wavelength range 6−8.5µm (ω ≈ 220−315THz). The exact optical
response of a sample size of these structures is also determined via full-wave simulations,
further validating the methodology. The library of meta-elements is put into a phase-
group delay diagram, which is utilised for the final metalens design process.

3.1 Meta-element design
As discussed in the previous chapter, the waveguide model provides a framework for dis-
persion design; a few considerations should be contemplated though. In previous studies of
achromatic metalenses, the phase term has usually been decoupled from the higher-order
group delay terms by using the principle of the Pancharatnam-Berry phase [25, 28, 31].
However, as also discussed in Ref. [26, 32], the designed lenses are inherently polarisation-
dependent, i.e. the incident light is required to have a specific circular polarisation in order
for the lens to focus. This polarisation-sensitive limitation can be overcome by, e.g. using
symmetric pillars - here, structures based on a hexagonal shape are utilised, extending the
potential structural area while enabling said polarisation-insensitiveness. Furthermore,
the periodicity is fixed to p = 2 µm (i.e. center-to-center distance of 2

√
3 µm), which

according to equation (2.4.3) yields an achievable NA > 0.85. Furthermore, equation
(2.2.1) implies creating as tall meta-elements as possible; therefore, a structural height
h = 8 µm is picked, suggesting the realisation of reasonable high phase and group delay
response from the meta-element while maintaining a fabricatable design.

a b c

p

h

l l lh t

Figure 3.1: Schematic of three different meta-elements (a solid pillar, a pillar
with a hole, and a star shaped pillar) consisting of silicon nanopillars with the
height h = 8 µm and unit cell periodicity p = 2 µm. The displayed shape of the
elements have varying in-plane geometrical parameters (l, lh, and lt); l specifies
the side length of the hexagonal structure; lh, the side length of the hole; and lt,
the side length of an equilateral triangle indent.
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGN OF ACHROMATIC METALENSES

The material choice for the meta-elements is crystalline silicon, which has a high refractive
index of n > 3.4 in the MIR spectrum, guaranteeing a wide range of neff (ω) and ∂neff (ω)

∂ω
values to be achieved. Furthermore, no phonon peaks exist in the MIR spectrum - an issue
that most materials inherently suffer from and would significantly limit the operational
bandwidth of a potential metalens design. Moreover, silicon is the standard material of
choice in CMOS technology, thus enabling metalens fabrication with the CMOS-platform.
Note that materials such as germanium (Ge) and lead telluride (PbTe) both have signifi-
cantly higher refractive indices; however, they are notoriously difficult materials to work
with.
It is necessary to use more than one structure design to achieve a wide range of phase and
group delay responses. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the three different types of meta-elements
analysed here: a solid pillar, a pillar with a hole in its middle, and a star-shaped pillar.
The solid pillar has only one degree of freedom, its side length l (Fig. 3.1a); however, the
others have two degrees of freedom, their side length l in addition to the hole side length
lh and the indent of an equilateral triangle with side length lt for the pillar with a hole
(Fig. 3.1b) and the star-shaped pillar (Fig. 3.1c), respectively.
Varying the in-plane geometrical parameters (l, lh, and lt) yields a library of achievable
phase and group delay values around the design wavelength λ0 = 7 µm (ω0 ≈ 270 THz).
Figure 3.2 demonstrates that the solid hexagonal structures result in the highest achievable
group delays with respect to phase, the structures with a hole in them yields the lowest
group delays, while the star-shaped pillar covers the in-between values. This variation is
phase vs. group delay is caused by how the fundamental mode propagates in the particular
structural shape, and is discussed later in this section. Furthermore, ϕ (ω) can be linearly
interpolated with an average root-mean-square error of 1% and a standard deviation of
0.8%, effectively rendering the group delay dispersion zero, i.e. the wavepackets arriving
at the focal point will be identical thus allowing imaging.
The presented library covers a wide range of phase and group delay values, especially
considering that the library essentially is repeatable for every 2π, further extending the
phase range which the library can cover. Note that all group delay values are positive,
rendering the conventional definition of C (ω) inapplicable - it has to be redefined.
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Figure 3.2: Calculated phase at the the design wavelength λ0 = 7 µm (ω0 ≈
270 THz) and group delay of each meta-element in the library, distinctive by the
colour red, green, and blue for the solid pillar, pillar with a hole, and star-shaped
pillar, respectively.
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3.1. META-ELEMENT DESIGN

Analysing a set of these meta-elements reveal how the phase and group delay library
materialise for ’solid pillar’ (Fig. 3.3), ’pillar with a hole’ (Fig. 3.4), and ’star-shaped
pillar’ meta-elements (Fig. 3.5), respectively. These figures are similar in contents to figure
2.5 from section 2.2, where the figures, indicated by an ’a’, depicts how the mode profiles
of the fundamental mode vary, as a function of the light wavelength, in structures with
different in-plane geometrical parameters. The specific analysed structures all have side
lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 µm; four ’pillar with a hole’ meta-elements further have
hole side lengths lh = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.9µm; and four ’star-shaped pillar’ have equilateral
triangle-shaped indent lengths lt = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.9 µm. The figures, indicated by
a ’b’ and ’c’, describe how the mode confinement impacts the effective refractive index
and induced phase, respectively. It is therefore clear that the library arises from how the
fundamental mode propagates in the different structural shapes comprising the library.
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Figure 3.3: The fundamental mode of four ’solid pillar’ meta-elements are anal-
ysed in the wavelength range λ = 6 − 8.5 µm; the four meta-elements have side
lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 µm, distinctive by the colour red, yellow, green,
and blue, respectively. a, The indicated waveguide modes demonstrate that the
mode experiences increased confinement in the waveguide at higher frequencies.
b, The effective refractive index neff (ω), and c, the phase shift induced by the
meta-elements.
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Figure 3.4: The fundamental mode of four ’pillar with a hole’ meta-elements are
analysed in the wavelength range λ = 6 − 8.5 µm; the four meta-elements have
side lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 µm, and hole side lengths lh = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3,
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a, The indicated waveguide modes demonstrate how the mode confinement varies
with wavelength. b, The effective refractive index neff (ω), and c, the phase shift
induced by the meta-elements.
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Figure 3.5: The fundamental mode of four ’star-shaped pillar’ meta-elements
are analysed in the wavelength range λ = 6 − 8.5 µm; the four meta-elements
have side lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 µm, and equilateral triangle-shaped
indent lengths lt = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.9 µm, distinctive by the colour red, yellow,
green, and blue, respectively. a, The indicated waveguide modes demonstrate how
the mode confinement varies with wavelength. b, The effective refractive index
neff (ω), and c, the phase shift induced by the meta-elements.
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3.2 Resonances in meta-elements
Employing the proposed waveguide model inherently introduce inadequacies, but also ben-
efits, to meta-elements modelling, by ignoring complex modal interactions. As demon-
strated in section 2.2, higher-order modes are present voluminous waveguides at small
wavelengths, which imposes a modelling error. Furthermore, potential back-reflections
are unconditionally ignored, suggesting a possible development of sharp Fano resonances,
which would produce unwanted phase discontinuities when sampling a metasurface - it is
unlikely to happen due to the substrate being the same material as the element.
To explore the risk of an inadequate meta-element model, full-wave simulations are per-
formed using the, commercially available, COMSOL Multiphysics FEM software. The
geometries of the three different meta-elements are constructed as prescribed in section
3.1.
The implemented geometry is simulated using a three-dimensional frequency-domain
solver available in the COMSOL Multiphysics wave optics module. Ports in COMSOL
Multiphysics can generate incident EM-waves and they are used to calculate the scat-
tering parameters. One port excites the incident wave normal to the surface with linear
polarisation in the x-plane. Another port - positioned significantly far from the nanos-
tructure - is used to determine the optical response of the meta-element. To truncate
the simulation, a perfectly matched layer (PML) is combined with a scattering boundary
condition - the PML thickness is half of the highest incident wavelength, which ensures
complete truncation. The sides walls, of the simulation region, have been applied periodic
boundary conditions, which results in the optical response resembling that of an infinite
metasurface.
Employing the described FEM simulation reveals an astonishing well agreement between
the waveguide model and full-wave simulations (Fig. 3.6). In total, 15 meta-elements
are compared; 12 of these are the exact same as in section 3.1 and the last three are the
elements marked with blue in figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 but with the substrate substituted
by calcium fluoride (CaF2) - a low refractive index dielectric with no phonon peak in
the desired operational bandwidth. Figure 3.6a show no significant deviation in phase
response between full-wave simulations and the waveguide model for ’solid pillar’ meta-
elements. Figure 3.6b,c indicates that the same is true for ’pillars with a hole’ and ’star-
shaped pillars’, respectively. However, the second meta-elements, in both cases, exhibit a
significant difference between the waveguide model and full-wave simulations, indicating
that complex modal interactions occur in nanostructures with intricate features. This
deviation illustrates that future works could benefit from a combination of the waveguide
model and full-wave simulations to achieve higher group delay values.
It is very common to use a lens substrate material different from the nanostructure - in
fabrication it may even be necessary - this however poses an increased risk of resonances
materialising in the meta-elements. Changing the substrate from Si to CaF2, as in figure
3.6d, manifest that sharp Fano resonances can indeed materialise due to back-reflections,
causing numerous phase discrepancies in the analysed spectrum.
Treatment of sharp Fano resonances appears unnecessary when selecting the same sub-
strate material as nanostructure material - verifying the accuracy of the presented meta-
element design. However, if such resonances exist in unanalysed elements, it will likely
not cause a consequential error in the overall capability for chromatic aberration correc-
tion, because the resonances have sharp spectral lines varying with the in-plane geomet-
rical parameters and would therefore likely not overlap with resonances of other meta-
elements. Furthermore, for quickly changing phase profiles, the meta-elements will also
change promptly, potentially eliminating the sharp Fano resonances. With that said, fu-
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ture work could benefit substantially from combining the waveguide model with full-wave
simulations to include complex modal interactions in the design process. Additionally, it
is clear that the waveguide model presents structures with group delay values limited by
the optical constants of the selected material; implementation of resonances in the design
process can increase these group delay values and potentially enable large-area achromatic
metalenses.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of meta-element phase response modelled by the wave-
guide model and finite element method in the wavelength range λ = 6 − 8.5 µm.
a, four ’solid pillar’ meta-elements with side lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 µm,
distinctive by the colour red, yellow, green, and blue, respectively. b, four ’pillar
with a hole’ meta-elements with side lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8µm, and hole
side lengths lh = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.9 µm, distinctive by the colour red, yellow,
green, and blue, respectively. c, four ’star-shaped pillar’ meta-elements with side
lengths l = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8µm, and equilateral triangle-shaped indent lengths
lt = 0.3, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.9µm, distinctive by the colour red, yellow, green, and blue,
respectively. d, meta-elements indicated with blue in this figure, but with the sub-
strate substituted by CaF2 - the ’solid pillar’, ’pillar with a hole’, and ’star-shaped
pillar’ element are distinctive by the colour red, green, and blue, respectively.
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3.3 Phase-group delay diagram: redefining C (ω)
The consequence of the, evidently, positive group delay response throughout the entire
meta-element library - as briefly mentioned in the previous section - is that the standard
C (ω) definition contradicts the library; in fact, this has also been an issue in previous
studies. Some studies of achromatic metalenses steered clear of the obstacle by utilising
the particle swarm method - a computational method employing a population of candidate
solutions, which are iteratively moved in a search-space, to hopefully find a globally
optimal solution - to fit their library to equation (2.1.7) with arbitrary an C (ω) definition,
see e.g. Ref. [27]. While not discussed in the paper, the arbitrary reference phase seems
to limit the bandwidth and cause parasitic focal spots. However, these errors might also
be caused by their decision to rely on sharp resonances in their design.
Recently, S. Shrestha et al. (2018) presented a rigorous yet inherently faulty - as it will
turn out - description of C (ω), for designing polarisation-insensitive achromatic metal-
enses in the NIR spectrum employing similar concepts to the ones presented here [26].
They observed that shifting the reference phase profile by a distance

√
r2

0 + f2 renders
the sign of the required group delay positive when r < r0. This phase shift is equivalent
to defining the spectral degree of freedom as:

C (ω) = ω

c

(√
r2

0 + f2
)

+ C0, (3.3.1)

where r0 is made to be the radius of the metalens in most of their examined cases, and
C0 an arbitrary phase shift. They assume that the usable part of a library will cover a
group delay range of:

∆ϕ′ = ∂ϕ (ω)
∂ω

∣∣∣∣
max
− ∂ϕ (ω)

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
min

. (3.3.2)

However, equation (3.3.2) is generally not viable when considering that the required group
delay increases monotonically with the metalens radius. The implication of the design
proposed in Ref. [26] is that meta-elements has to be picked outside of the library - which
they obviously can not - thus inappropriate meta-elements has to be picked instead,
producing unwanted errors in the optical response of the metalens.
Here, another approach - rationally defining C (ω) - is proposed. Figure 3.7 displays
the principle of the proposed framework: the meta-element library of dielectric pillars
with varying cross-sectional forms (grey dots), can be described by an upper and lower
boundary (blue lines). Since the relation between the required phase and group delay
is linear (monotonically increasing), the maximum phase range, which the library can
cover - i.e. the phase difference ∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 between the two boundary intersections
denoted by subscripts ’1’ and ’2’ - is described by the red line. Furthermore, this red
line clarifies the exact C (ω) required to achieve achromatic focusing and imaging from
equation (2.1.8):

C (ω) = ω

c
f + ϕ2 (ω0) + ∂ϕ2 (ω0)

∂ω
(ω − ω0) . (3.3.3)
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Figure 3.7: Calculated phase and group delay for all elements in the presented
library distinctive by the colour grey, the blue lines define the upper and lower
boundary of the library, and the red line displays the phase range that the library
can cover - i.e. the longest line intersecting - in the case of applying it for an
achromatic metalens design.

Figure 3.7 combined with equation (3.3.3) presents an analytical foundation for designing
any polarisation-insensitive achromatic matesurface. Because C (ω) follows the library, it
avoids any previously experienced issues like requiring negative group delay values when
only positive are available. The limit of either the lens diameter or the focal length is
also given by equation (2.1.7), simply by setting ϕ (r, ω) = ∆ϕ, for any desired metalens
specification. Therefore, this is the first platform fully clarifying all parameters in the
aberration correction engineering problem, while not invalidating itself. The forthcoming
section and chapter will implement the proposed framework and verify its accuracy.
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3.4 Meta-element sampling and expected results

Utilising the presented framework, the library of meta-elements is fitted to equation (2.1.7)
for an achromatic metalens with f = 1000 µm and D = 330 µm (Fig. 3.8). This fitting
clearly demonstrates the impact of selecting the correct C (ω) value, with phase and
group delay errors only caused by the inherently finite sweep of meta-element geometrical
parameters.
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Figure 3.8: a,b Required (black line) and realised (blue circles) phase and group
delay at each radial coordinate for an achromatic lens with diameter D = 330 µm
and focal length f = 1000 µm

In the succeeding chapter full-wave simulations of metalenses are performed to gauge
the optical response that can be experimentally expected; however, large-scale full-wave
simulations quickly become computer demanding, thus dipole summations are utilised for
an initial assessment. Figure 3.9 demonstrates how the electric field, generated by the
dipoles, will propagate towards the designed focal spot, where the interference pattern
for the lens, presented in figure 3.8, is calculated using equation (2.4.4). The dipole
summation suggests that the metalens indeed does achromatically focus an incident wave
to the desired focal spot - only minor deviations are observed in both the xz- and yz-plane.
Furthermore, no parasitic focal spots are observed, which can be seen as additional proof
of the reliability of the proposed design framework.
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Figure 3.9: Dipole summed normalised intensity distribution generated by a
’pulse beam’ metalens with D = 330 µm and f = 1000 µm operating in the wave-
length range λ = 6 − 8.5 µm. Panels a and b, correspond to the intensity distri-
bution along the x- and y-axis, respectively.

Figure 3.10 demonstrates the achromatic focusing of two different metalenses that will be
analysed and compared in the succeeding chapter. The first one follows the same ’pulse
beam’ design scheme as used in figure 3.9 but with the specifications f = 90 µm and
D = 100 µm, while the other follows the ’continuous beam’ design with the specifications
f = 90 µm and D = 120 µm. Again achromatic focusing is observed, with no significant
deviation over the entire bandwidth, and no parasitic focal spots are present. Figure 3.10a
demonstrate how the ’pulse beam’ lens designs inherently lower achievable NA affects the
focal spot - the FWHM of the diffraction-limited focal spot is larger than that of the
’continuous beam’ design (Fig. 3.10b).
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Figure 3.10: Dipole summed normalised intensity distribution generated by a, a,
’pulse beam’ and, b, ’continuous beam’ metalens with f = 90 µm and D = 100 µm
and D = 120 µm, respectively. The metalenses operate in the wavelength range
λ = 6− 8.5 µm.
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Chapter 4
Full-wave simulation based analysis of

achromatic metalenses

To verify the achromatic nature of the designed metalenses, the focal lengths at different
wavelengths are determined using full-wave simulations with the FDTD method. This
chapter seeks to evaluate the performance of the proposed design approach by simulating
different sized metalenses. Furthermore, the difference between the ’pulse beam’ and ’con-
tinuous beam’ lens design method is clarified by tracking an ultrashort pulse propagating
through the two lenses, towards the focal point, in the time-domain.

4.1 Full-wave simulations
Full-wave simulations provide a unique, close to reality, framework for evaluating, e.g.
optical devices by solving Maxwell’s equations in a specified area; therefore, the chromatic
aberration correction of the designed metalenses can be evaluated with this method.
Simulations were performed using a commercial package from Lumerical Inc. (Ansys
Inc.). Simulating large-area metalenses will generally be infeasible due to a limitation of
computational resources, therefore a majority of the forthcoming analysis is performed on
’pulse beam’ and ’continuous beam’ metalenses with focal length f = 90µm and diameters
D = 100 µm and D = 120 µm, respectively. The simulation injects a plane wave with
normal incidence to the surface - of which the polarisation can be changed. A circular
aperture (perfect electric conductor) is implemented between the source and the metalens,
limiting the area of injection to the exact metalens area. To truncate the air domains
surrounding the metalens, a perfect matching layer is placed on all simulation boundaries
- all boundaries are placed more than one wavelength away from everything.
Figure 4.1 display the electric field intensity profiles (point spread functions) along the
propagation direction (z-axis) of the incident beam for the ’pulse beam’ lens design (D =
100 µm and f = 90 µm) - this is done at different wavelengths to evaluate the chromatic
aberration correction over the entire 2.5 µm wide bandwidth in the range of 6 − 8.5 µm.
Figure 4.1a focuses on the x- and z-axis distribution, where it is clear that chromatic
aberrations are significantly reduced, with only a negligible focal length variation being
observable. Figure 4.1b complements these observations by displaying the y- and z-axis
intensity distribution. The focal spot varies slightly with respect to the observation axes;
this is attributable to the hexagonal lattice and the small number of meta-elements used
in the specific low-diameter design. Furthermore, no parasitic focal spots are observed,
owing to the reliability of the design methodology.
Further performance characterisation - in terms of the focal spot profile - of the achromatic
metalens is conducted (Fig. 4.1c). The spot profile analysis is carried out by monitoring
the intensity profile at the focal plane (black dashed line in figure 4.1a,b) where no notable
defocusing is observed. The negligible defocusing is attributable to the insignificant focal
length shift compared to the depth of focus. Therefore, the metalens maintains its focal
spot profile for the entire spectrum, and it would even be expected to maintain this
profile for a significant increase of the characterisation spectrum compared to the design
spectrum.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated normalised intensity distribution of a ’pulse beam’ met-
alens with diameter D = 100 µm and focal length f = 90 µm operating in the
wavelength range λ = 6− 8.5 µm. Panels a and b, correspond to the intensity dis-
tribution along the x- and y-axis, respectively. c, Normalised intensity distribution
along the black dashed lines.

Utilising the ’continuous beam’ lens design scheme presents similar results with a slightly
smaller focal spot, attributable to the higher NA (D = 120 µm and f = 90 µm) which
the framework enables (Fig. 4.2). The focal length variation is negligible, the focal spot
profile reveals insignificant defocusing, and no parasitic focal spots are observable.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated normalised intensity distribution of a ’continuous beam’
metalens with diameter D = 120 µm and focal length f = 90 µm operating in the
wavelength range λ = 6− 8.5 µm. Panels a and b, correspond to the intensity dis-
tribution along the x- and y-axis, respectively. c, Normalised intensity distribution
along the black dashed lines.

Figure 4.3 summarises the simulated figures of merit of the metalenses. Figure 4.3a shows
the measured focal lengths of the metalenses, and it is evident that the variation of the
focal length, over the entire frequency band, with respect to the design frequency, is around
5% for both lenses - an insignificant variation considering the DoF. The FWHM of the
focal spots is measured at the sampled wavelengths and compared with the theoretical
limit. The results, which are plotted in figure 4.3b, show that the focal spots are below the
diffraction-limit over the entire operational bandwidth of the ’pulse beam’ metalens, but
slightly above the diffraction-limit for the ’continuous beam’ lens. The simulated FWHM
of the metalenses are - unintuitively - very similar and it remains unclear exactly why
that is. However strange sub-diffraction-limited focusing might appear, it is observed in
many previous works related to chromatic aberration correction (see e.g. Ref. [28, 29]).
Performing a dipole summation of a perfect metalens - i.e. infinitesimal spaced dipoles
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following the required phase profile of equation 2.1.7 - will, in both cases, also provide a
similar sub-diffraction-limited focusing. It is presumed that this behaviour is naturally
occurring in high-performance systems like the ones presented.
Furthermore, the presented ’pulse beam’ metalens also displays a significantly shorter DoF
than the theoretical value, meaning that more of the electromagnetic fields are construc-
tively interfering, exactly at the desired point, than would be generally expected (Fig.
4.3c). For the ’continuous beam’ metalens however, the DoF fits the theoretical expecta-
tion better. Again, the simulated ’pulse beam’ values follow the ideal dipole summation
better, while the ’continuous beam’ values follow the theoretical expectation, similarly to
figure 4.3b.
The remarkable localisation of field power, at the desired focal point, leads to a focusing
efficiency above 45% over the entire bandwidth for both lens design with a maximum
focusing efficiency above 58% (Fig. 4.3d). Here, the focusing efficiency is defined as the
power incident on the focal plane, in a radius of 2FWHM, divided by the total incident
power. The efficiency variation with respect to wavelength can be attributed to amplitude
and phase errors stemming from the neglection of meta-element backscattering and higher-
order modes in the waveguide model. Furthermore, nearest-neighbour effects (optical
response is perturbed by adjacent nanopillars) will play a role in the slight defects. While
the efficiencies of the presented metalenses are not fully on par with monochromatic
metalens designs (see e.g. Ref. [19, 21]), they do significantly outperform metalenses
based on plasmonic scatterers (see e.g, Ref. [25, 30]), while also outperforming other
recent dielectric achromatic metalens demonstrations (see e.g. Ref. [26, 28, 29]).
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Figure 4.3: Simulated figures of merit of the metalenses in figure 4.1 and 4.2 -
the ’pulse beam’ and ’continuous beam’ lens values are indicated with the colour
blue and red, respectively. a, focal length as a function of wavelength, the black
line indicates the average focal length. b, Full width half maximum (FWHM) of
focal spots, where the error bars indicate the variation in FWHM over the range
where the focal spot intensity is >95%. The black and shaded lines represent the
theoretical FWHM and FWHM of a perfect metalens - infinitesimal spaced dipoles
following the required phase profile - respectively. c, Depth of focus (DoF) of the
focal spot; the black and shaded lines represent the theoretical DoF and DoF of a
perfect metalens, respectively. d, Simulated focusing efficiencies.
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4.2 Pulse beam design versus continuous beam design
The differentiation between the ’pulse beam’ and the ’continuous beam’ lens designs is
a prerequisite for the development of many future technologies but is widely overlooked.
The ’continuous beam’ lens design relies on the periodicity of electromagnetic waves to
set the required relative phase to zero if it reaches 2π, causing a delay in the arrival time
of parts of the wavepacket. In standard lens applications - such as mobile phone cameras
- the imaged objects are largely unchanged over a femtosecond time frame; hence, a delay
in part of the beam arrival, to an imaging plane, is virtually unrecognisable. However,
consider focusing an ultrashort pulse - in the infrared or visible spectrum - on the order
of a few femtoseconds, now suddenly, any arrival delay will cause a significant intensity
reduction and aberration of the pulse.
Full-wave simulations provide a framework for analysing the difference between the ’pulse
beam’ and the ’continuous beam’ lens designs, by tracking the propagation of a wavepacket.
Again, the simulations are performed with the FDTD method (see Sec. 4.1 for more in-
formation), but instead of simply monitoring the frequency-domain field and power, the
field components are monitored in the time-domain throughout the simulation. A pulse
with a centre wavelength λ = 7 µm and a pulse width of 25 fs is propagating through the
system. An ultrashort pulse of this calibre might at first glance seem non-physical; how-
ever, pulses like this are increasingly becoming possible using e.g. Kerr-lens mode-locking
[36].
Utilising full-wave simulations, in the described way, for the two different lens designs
reveals the extent of their focusing differences in the time-domain - figures 4.4, 4.5, and
4.6 display exactly this (note that the colourbar scale is ±max

[
1
2E (r, t)

]
, for increased

clarity. However, figure 4.4 in particular might still be a bit difficult to read due to a
substantial discrepancy between the average and the maximum field intensity). Figure
4.4a demonstrates how the wavepacket enters and exits the ’pulse beam’ metalens, where
no abrupt phase delay is observable on the wavefront; however, figure 4.4b reveals a
stark difference in the exit wavefront for the ’continuous beam’ metalens versus the pulse
beam’ metalens, in that the 2π phase delay takes up one fourth of the entire pulse width
- i.e. a significant and abrupt wavefront change materialises. Figure 4.5 complements
figure 4.4 in displaying the wave propagation towards the focal point, where a major
wavefront aberration is observable in figure 4.5b compared to figure 4.5a, which causes
the instantaneous field intensity to be slightly lower. The same observations can be made
as the beam is dispersing again after the focal point (Fig. 4.6).
Evidently, the traditional ’continuous beam’ lens designs have an inherent inadequacy for
certain engineering problems, which is avoidable by employing the proposed ’pulse beam’
design methodology. With that said, the significantly higher NA, of the traditional design,
will be a desired feature for many future applications where operational speed is not the
predominant objective. Both design methodologies, therefore, represent a constructive
increment in metasurface dispersion correction.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated normalised electric field of a beam with centre wavelength
λ = 7µm and a pulse width of 25fs as it propagates through the designed metalenses
and towards the focal spot at the time frames 100, 150, 200, and 250 fs since the
first interaction between the beam and the lens. a, The pulse propagation for the
’pulse beam lens’ from figure 4.1, with D = 100 µm and focal length f = 90 µm.
b, The pulse propagation for the ’continuous beam lens’ from figure 4.2, with
D = 120 µm and focal length f = 90 µm. The colourbar scale is ±max

[
1
2E (r, t)

]
.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated normalised electric field of a beam with centre wavelength
λ = 7µm and a pulse width of 25fs as it propagates through the designed metalenses
and towards the focal spot at the time frames 300, 350, 400, and 450 fs since the
first interaction between the beam and the lens. a, The pulse propagation for the
’pulse beam lens’ from figure 4.1, with D = 100 µm and focal length f = 90 µm.
b, The pulse propagation for the ’continuous beam lens’ from figure 4.2, with
D = 120 µm and focal length f = 90 µm. The colourbar scale is ±max
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Figure 4.6: Simulated normalised electric field of a beam with centre wavelength
λ = 7µm and a pulse width of 25fs as it propagates through the designed metalenses
and towards the focal spot at the time frames 500, 550, and 600 fs since the first
interaction between the beam and the lens. a, The pulse propagation for the ’pulse
beam lens’ from figure 4.1, with D = 100 µm and focal length f = 90 µm. b, The
pulse propagation for the ’continuous beam lens’ from figure 4.2, with D = 120µm
and focal length f = 90 µm. The colourbar scale is ±max
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Chapter 5
Methodology

The main goal of the present chapter is to present methodologies to fabricate and char-
acterise the designed metalenses. Attempts on implementing the methodologies have
been made, however, the results will not be presented in this thesis, mainly because the
fabrication has been largely unsuccessful so far (lack of proper available equipment).

5.1 Fabrication of metalens
Multiple fabrication processes are viable when creating a metalens; in this section, a
dry-etching and a wet-etching process are reviewed. Figure 5.1a explains a dry-etching
process, utilising deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) based on a Bosch process - i.e. an
iterative etching process. DRIE is the customary technique for realising high aspect ratio
Si nanostructures with >40:1 aspect ratio demonstrations being commonplace (see e.g.
Ref. [37]). The proposed recipe for the fabrication process is listed below, and when
implemented it is expected to provide the necessary high aspect ratio Si pillars for the
achromatic metalenses.

I Spin coat 950PMMA A2 to a thickness of ≈ 100nm, with 500 RPM for 5s and 1600
RPM for 45 s - both with a ramp time of 1 s.

II Bake resist for 120 s at 180 ◦C.
III Electron-beam lithography (dose of 300 µC cm−2 and current of 800 pA).
IV Developing
V Physical vapour deposition (PVD) of 25 nm Al2O3.
VI Lift-off in acetone for roughly 12 h.
VII Iterative deep reactive-ion etching process with the specifications seen in table 5.1.

This process is performed at room temperature and a process pressure of 10 mTorr
and follows Ref. [37].

Passivation (5 s) Etching (2.5 s)
Process gas flow (sccm) C4F8 50 20

SF6 - 60
O2 - 5

Power (W) Coil 600 400
Platen - 40

Table 5.1: DRIE parameters for high aspect ratio Si meta-elements as presented
in Ref. [37]. By keeping a low process pressure of 10 mTorr, the process can be
performed at room temperature.

The other process is based on wet-etching, where it has been demonstrated that ultrahigh
aspect ratio semiconductor nanostructures are achievable via the so-called metal-assisted
chemical etching (MacEtch) - first proposed by X. Li and P. W. Bohn (2000) - a process
using thin noble metal layers and a solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) mixed with hydro-
gen peroxide (H2O2) to produce anisotropic nanopillars [38, 39]. Recently in Ref. [39],
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demonstrations of >160:1 aspect ratio Si has been accomplished, primarily, by using HF
concentrations multiple times larger than the H2O2 concentration, with the whole solution
diluted in water. However, it was also found that the etching depth over time is signif-
icantly influenced by the etching area. This dependence is a property of the MacEtch
injection rate being dependent on the area of the contact interface between metal and
semiconductor.
In terms of the metalens fabrication, this presents a problem, because the meta-elements
have distinct in-plane dimensions, causing the etching rate to vary over the area. A way
to fix this issue would be to change the meta-elements from being Si on Si to being Si on
e.g. CaF2, effectively rendering the CaF2 substrate a MacEtch stopper.
The fabrication with the MacEtch method is demonstrated in figure 5.1b, and goes as
follows:

I Spin coat 950PMMA A2 to a thickness of ≈ 100nm, with 500 RPM for 5s and 1600
RPM for 45 s - both with a ramp time of 1 s.

II Bake resist for 120 s at 180 ◦C.
III Electron-beam lithography (dose of 300 µC cm−2 and current of 800 pA).
IV Developing
V PVD of 3 nm Ti and 20 nm Au with a deposition rate of 0.2 Å s−1 and 1 Å s−1,

respectively.
VI Lift-off in acetone for roughly 12 h.
VII Etching for roughly 12 h in MacEtch solution composed of HF, H2O2, and deminer-

alised water with the molar ratio 5:1:50. The etching can be performed at room
temperature.

a

b

Si PMMA Al  O
2 3

Si PMMA Au MacEtchCaF
2

Figure 5.1: Two viable silicon metalens fabrication processes are dry-etching and
wet-etching. a, dry-etching can be achieved by deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE): a
Si wafer acts as the substrate; PMMA resist is spun on top of the substrate, then
baked; The resist is exposed using an electron beam; developing is conducted;
Al2O3 acting as an etch-mask is sputtered on the sample; a lift-off process is
performed; hereafter, DRIE is conducted, revealing the metalens pattern. b, Metal
assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) is a wet-etching process: the substrate is
CaF2, and Si is transferred on top of it; PMMA resist is spun on top of the
substrate, then baked; The resist is exposed using an electron beam; developing
is conducted; Au acting as an etch-catalyst is sputtered on the sample; a lift-off
process is performed; hereafter, MacEtch reveals the metalens pattern with its
anisotropic Si etching.
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5.2 Optical characterisation
For the future optical characterisation an optical setup allowing the characterisation of
any chromatic aberration is utilised (Fig. 5.2). The setup employs an infrared quantum
cascade laser (QCL, MIRcat-QT by Daylight Solutions Inc.), which has a broadly tunable
wavelength output of 6.01−10.95µm. The generated chromatic beam propagates through
the designed metalens, which is mounted on a motorised stage (MTS50-Z8 by Thorlabs),
an x20 objective (20X/0.33NA ReflX Objective by Edmund Optics Inc.) and is measured
using a bolometer (EV1 by i3system Inc.).

Light source Metalens Objective Camera

Translational stage

Figure 5.2: Optical characterisation setup, utilising a tunable quantum cascade
laser (Daylight Solutions), as the light source, the focal length of the metalenses
can be determined. The metalens is postitioned on a translational stage, and a
finite conjugate objective (20x) form an image of the beam after the metalens onto
the camera (bolometer).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and outlook

Throughout this thesis, chromatic aberration correction in metasurfaces - in particular
flat lenses (metalenses) - have been investigated. Special emphasis has been given to the
development of an analytical platform clarifying the fundamental limitation of said correc-
tion; this framework has been verified through thorough simulations and an experimental
platform has been proposed.
In closing, the content of each chapter is summarised and followed by a brief review of
new opportunities arising from this work.

Chapter 2 | Theory
Providing a general introduction to the primary elements constituting chro-
matic aberrations origins in optical components was the central purpose of this
chapter. Furthermore, it laid out a theoretical foundation for the subsequent
chapters.

Chapter 3 | Design of achromatic metalenses
In this chapter the emphasis was on developing a general design framework for
chromatic aberration correction - the focal point of which was polarisation-
insensitive metalenses. A set of dielectric meta-elements were designed -
enabling trans-mission-mode lensing - using crystalline silicon, providing a
CMOS friendly fabrication platform while preventing phonon peaks in the op-
erating bandwidth. These meta-elements provide a wide range of phase and
group delay values by varying their in-plane geometrical parameters. However,
inherent positive group delay values, in the library of meta-elements, presented
a new problem: an insufficient scheme for selecting the proper element at any
given position of a metalens. The insufficiency is attributable to the conven-
tional definition of the spectral degree of freedom C (ω). This was solved by
analytically redefining C (ω) from the library of meta-elements and in the pro-
cess, the limitations in achromatic metalens design - with the given library -
were cemented while also providing a platform for designing achromatic met-
alenses for ultrashort femtosecond pulses - an overlooked task. Moreover, the
individual meta-elements were evaluated using both mode-analysis and full-
wave simulations, demonstrating negligible deviations from their modelling
framework - changing the substrate from Si to CaF2 will, however, cause a
materialisation of sharp Fano resonances due to back-reflections. Dipole sum-
mations were implemented for initial verification of the achromatic nature of
the designed metalenses.
The presented framework can be applied for virtually any such library and is
believed to be a major step forward in the field of achromatic dielectric meta-
surfaces due to its general and analytical nature. Future work will benefit from
combining full-wave simulations and thus complex modal interactions, back
reflections, etc. with the waveguide model to achieve even higher modelling
accuracy. A combination of these two approaches presents an opportunity to
achieve an even higher range of available group delay values.
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Chapter 4 | Full-wave simulation based analysis of achromatic metalenses
Here the performance of the designed metalenses was theoretically investigated
through full-wave simulations, utilising the FDTD method. Two lens designs
- a ’pulse beam’ and a ’continuous beam’ design - stood at the centre of
attention and demonstrated achromatic focusing. Notably, the lenses both
demonstrated sub-diffraction-limited focusing and a shortened depth of focus
over the entire bandwidth, strongly localising the focal spot. As a result, both
lenses displayed >45% focusing efficiency and a maximum focusing efficiency
>58%, which is significantly more than many previous works.
The difference between the ’pulse beam’ and a ’continuous beam’ lens designs
is that the ’continuous beam’ design employs the fact that for a continuous
beam, the electromagnetic waves relative phase can be perceived as zero when
it reaches 2π. However, in the case of an ultrashort pulse on the order of
femtoseconds, this will cause a significant arrival time delay of certain parts
of the wavefront. The effects of this delay were seen to be substantial by
analysing a propagating wavepacket in the time-domain. When compared to
the ’pulse beam’ metalens, the ’continuous beam’ design demonstrated worse
pulse focusing.
The design schemes represent a particularly important development in the
field of metalenses; this is especially vital in the MIR spectrum since many,
potentially groundbreaking, technologies are emerging here. Further research
can spur from the presented frameworks. One possibility is to integrate the
achromatic metalenses with other nano-optical components, e.g. biochemi-
cal/molecular sensing [40] or complex amplitude modulators [41]. The ’pulse
beam’ lens design provides the foundation for the continued development of
technologies and devices utilising the power of femtosecond lasing.
With the presented framework, it is believed that the field of chromatic aber-
ration correction in metasurfaces is nearing full exploration. Future work
should attempt to increase the diameter while decreasing the focal length while
maintaining the large operational bandwidth. To accomplish this task differ-
ent dispersion engineering approaches, or simply increasing the meta-element
height are possible solutions. However, employing non-intuitive structures
from optimisation algorithms such as the adjoint method or machine-learning
are more prospective solutions. Recently, the adjoint method has received
increased attention and has been utilised to design high-NA one-dimensional
achromatic metalenses [42]. These designs appear unrealisable, due to very
complex and intricate designs being generated. Two-dimensional designs - like
the ones presented in this thesis - have more degrees of freedom, and applying
optimisation methods for such metalenses will likely provide realisable high-
performance devices. Processing (CPU) power becomes an issue, in this case,
therefore using the adjoint method to optimise individual meta-elements and
stitching them together is a viable option. One-dimensional - not achromatic -
metalenses have been designed using this scheme, and could likely be achieved
in two-dimensions as well [43].
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Chapter 5 | Methodology
In this chapter two fabrication methods - based on deep reactive-ion etching
(DRIE) and metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch), respectively - were
presented and discussed. DRIE presents itself as the simplest option, with the
greatest potential of being adopted by the industry. It is the author’s hope
that either of these can be employed to fabricate the designed achromatic
metalenses, and that these can be characterised experimentally.
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